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Multipactoring at a single electrode
Abstract
that occurs at the surface of a single flat plate electrode. The process occurs in a combined d. c. and v. h. f. field
and is of the type commonly known as multipactoring. Electrons move outward from a multiplying electrode
under the influence of the v. h. f. field which is larger in magnitude than the d. c. field. After the v. h. f. field
reverses the electrons stop and are accelerated back to the multiplying electrode by the combined fields. Upon
striking the multiplying electrode more than one secondary electron is emitted which under the proper
conditions can repeat the above motion yielding ultimately a large increase in number of electrons. A simple
theory of the mechanism is presented which includes conditions for stability of the multiplying process as well
as a description of the motion of the electrons in the process. A method of specifying all field parameters is
presented which enables these parameters to be quickly specified for experimental work. The experimental
work presents a good verification of the theory of the mechanism; in particular, the stability conditions are
well confirmed from the experimental results. A discussion of competing types of gas discharges and
multiplying mechanisms is presented which enables a clear understanding of the detailed mechanisms that are
occurring to be achieved.
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* MULTIPACTORING AT A SINGLE ELECTRODE' 
Donald Ray Finch and E. L. Iloff 
ABSTRACT 
This study presents a new type of electron multiplying phenomenon 
that occurs at the surface of a single flat plate electrode. The process 
occurs in a combined d. c. and v. h. f. field and is of the type commonly 
known as multipactoring. Electrons move outward from a multiplying 
electrode under the influence of the v. h. f. field which is larger in mag-
nitude than the d. c. field. After the v. h. f. field reverses the electrons 
stop and are accelerated back to the multiplying electrode by the com-
bined fields. Upon striking the multiplying electrode more than one 
secondary electron is emitted which under the proper conditions can 
repeat the above motion yielding ultimately a large increase in number 
of electrons. A simple theory of the mechanism is presented which 
includes conditions for stability of the multiplying process as well as a 
description of the motion of the electrons in the process. A method of 
specifying all field parameters is presented which enables these param-
eters to be quickly specified for experimental work. The experimental 
work presents a good verification of the theory of the mechanism; in 
particular, the stability conditions are well confirmed from the experi-
mental results. A discussion of competing types of gas discharges and 
multiplying mechanisms is presented which enables a clear understand-
ing of the detailed mechanisms that are occurring to be achieved. 
* This report is based on a Ph. D. thesis submitted by Donald Ray Finch 
August, 1963, to Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa. 
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I. INTROOU::T ION ANl REVIEW Of PREVIOUS WORK 
Multipactorini ia • name aometimea used to denote a 
specific class of electron multiplying phenomena that occur 
between electrodes in vacuum due to very high frequency elec• 
tric fields. 
A two electrode multipactoring phenomenon, thot has been 
the subject of many previous studies, ia easily described 
with the aid of Figure 1. A simplified diagram of electrode 
geometry and electrical connections suitable for studying moat 
v.h.f. discharges ia shown in Figure la. If a sinusoidal 
voltage, as shown in Figure lb, is applied to electrode 1 of 
Figure la by the generator, a multipactoring oscillation can 
occur between the two electrodes in the following mannera 
a. An electron originating from electrode 1 1 or a free 
electron in the vicinity of electrode 1 1 after time 
phase zero will be accelerated toward electrode 2. 
b. Providing the mean free path of the electron is 
sufficiently long in the vacuum, and the electrode 
spacing i& sufficiently short the electron may 
collide with electrode 2. 
c. If the electron, in the transition to electrode 2, 
has picked up a sufficient amount of energy, then 
one or more secondary electrons may be emitted froa 
electrode 2. 
d. Now if the frequency of the alternating voltage ia 
2 
Figure la. Simple electrode geometry and electrical connec-
tions for study of v.h.f. discharges 
Figure lb. Sinusoidal potential used to study two electrode 
multipactoring 
Figure lc. Superposition of sinusoidal potential on d.c. 
bias potential used to study single electrode 
multipactoring 
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juat aueh •• to have allowed one half cycle to be 
completed the electric field will have reveraed and 
the aecondary electron• may be accelerated back 
toward electrode 1. 
e. A repetition of b, c, and d may now occur eventually 
leading to the development of a large cloud of 
electron& if the emiasion coefficient• of the aur-
faces are greater than one. 
Thia form of multipactoring oscillation haa been investigated 
by a large numbe~ of persona, and the details of the mechanism 
are well eatablished. 
A second type of multipactoring oacillation may alao 
occur in which the multiplying takes place at only one elec-
trode. This type of multipactoring phenomenon has not been 
studied previously, and is the subject of thia work . Consider 
the motion of an electron in the field resulting from the 
superposition of an alternating potential on a d.c. potential 
as shown in Figure lc. If this potential is applied to 
electrode 1 of Figure la a multipactoring oscillation using 
only electrode 1 aa a multiplying surface can occur in the 
following mannera 
a. An electron originating from electrode 1, or a free 
electron in the vicinity of electrode 1, after time 
phase + in Figure lc will be accelerated toward 
electrode 2. 
b. Providing the mean free path of the electron ia 
large, the electron will be accelerated until time 
phaae 8 of figure le. At thia time the electric 
field rever•••• and the electron decelerates and 
finally atopa. 
e. The electron ia then accelerated back to electrode 
1 where, if it arrives with sufficient enerQYt it 
may produce one or more secondary electrons upon 
impact. 
d. If the secondary electrons are emitted at a time 
phase e·qual to or later than ' the process can 
repeat itself eventually leading to the build up 
of a large cloud of electrons multiplying themselvea 
on electrode 1 only. 
A mathematical formulation of thia sinQle electrode multipac-
toring will be developed below, and the conditions under which 
a stable oscillation of electrons can occur will be determined. 
Multipactoring oacillations form the major breakdown 
mechanism observed in low pressure v.h.f. gas discharge work. 
Low pressure in thia case means pressures low enough so that 
the electron mean free path ia substantially larger than the 
separation of the electrodes producing the v.h.f. fields, In 
the years 1900 to 1930 a larQe volume of work was performed 
in determining the phenomenological aspects of gaa dischargea 
at high frequenciea. The prime subject of experimental work 
6 
was the determination of breakdown potential• ·of glow ·dia• 
chargea (i.e. light emitting dischargea) aa a function of the 
r.f. field, gas pressure, and type of gaa. 
It must, however, be observed that in moat of the work 
prior to 1930 it is difficult to believe that a pure muiti-
pactoring type of mechanism was being observed. The vacuum 
pressures at which the experiments were carried out normally 
allowed electron mean free paths at moat equal to the elec-
trode separation used. What was actually happening would be 
very hard to pin down inasmuch as quite a variety of proces-
~es ranging from simple recombination mechanisms in the gas 
to extremely complex mechanisms could have occurred at these 
gas pressures. In addition, along with the occurrence of a 
glow discharge go ion c~nduction and space charge effects 
which act to destroy the voltage relationships necessary for 
the maintainance of a multipactoring oscillation. 
The first suggestion of an electron oscillation as a 
mechanism for the breakdown of the gas was made by Holm (13) 
in 19lo. The idea was used by several persons, but was 
primarily developed by Gutton ~' 9, 10) and Kirschner (14, 15). 
The results of research to 1930 were summarized by Gutton (10) 
as followsa 
a. For wavelengths greater than 200 meters, breakdown 
potentials are the same as for d.c. discharges. 
b. For wavelengths such that 30 m. ~ A ~ 200 m. a 
7 
preaiure exiata for which the breakdown potential ia 
very low in any particular gaa, Thia breakdown poten-
tial ia alao a atrong function of the type of gaa and 
the electrode aeparation. 
c, For wavelengths leas than 30 m. an electron resonance 
mechaniam becomes dominant which enables ionization 
by electron colliaion to occur. 
At the time Gut ton stated these reaul ts., no quantitative 
theory of the discharges had been attempted beyond some almost 
qualitative estimates. The first real work on a mathematical 
theory of the mechanism waa done by Henneburg !1 !!· (12) in 
1936. This work considered the two electrode oscillation with 
the assumption that all the electrons emitted from the surface& 
leave with zero initial energy. This assumption is not physi-
cally truea however, the results of this work were sufficient 
to give a clear insight into the mechanism, and are, of course, 
a special case of a -more general formulation taking account of 
the initial electron energy. 
A separate piece of work was done by Backmark and Bengston 
(2) who attempted to extend the results of other investigations 
to lower pressures. Most of their results were consistent with 
prior work. Their work included a simple theory which along 
with later work by Danielsson(4) gave a few rules of a semi-
empirical naturea however, not quantitatively as good as the 
work of Henne burg !1 ll• ( 12) . 
8 
The firat work to account for the initial electron energy 
waa done by Gill and von Engel {6) in 1948. They assumed that 
the ratio of emitted electron energy to primary electron 
energy was constant, and proceeded to apply the results to 
breakdown phenomena in the same pressure region so thoroughly 
studied previously. Their quantitative work was able to 
account for some, but not all, of their experimentally observed 
results. Their experimental work was of interest primarily 
because it demonstrated fairly conclusively that the break-
down mechanism was due to electrons in a multipactoring oscil• 
lation. Hatch and Williams (11) attempted to extend the ex-
perimental results of Gill and von Engel to very low vacuum 
pressures (i.e. about 10-6 torr.)a however, in doing so were 
required to make ad ~. assumptions concerning the parameters 
that appear in the Gill and von Engel work thereby partially 
negating the value of their work. The experimental technique 
used by Hatch and Williams, however, was very good, and s ome 
of their observations will later be seen to have some correla-
tion with the present work. 
The work that produced a full mathematical description 
of the two electrode multipactoring mechanism with experimen-
tal verification was done by Krebs !1 al. (17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 
22). They used the ~ame methods as Henneburg ~ !!· (12) 
reformulated so as to give a better qualitative insight into 
the mechanism as well as making quantitative work easier. 
Their experimental work showed that the mechanism is totally 
9 
independent of the particular gas present eo long as the 
pressure i1 low enough to assure an electron mean free path 
muchlarger than the electrode separation. A more detailed review of 
this work will be presented in Chapter II. 
Very few practical applications of multipactoring oscil-
lations have been made. This is probably due, for the most 
part, to the fact that little advantage is presented by using 
a multipactoring oscillation instead of some other equally 
applicable technique. The first known application was by 
Farnsworth (~) who used the mechanism for amplification in an 
image scanning system for use in television. The system never 
reached any wide acceptance due to the fact that the employ-
ment of the multipactoring amplifier with its auxiliary r.f. 
equipment made the system unnecessarily cumbersome to use. 
Nevertheless, signal stability and gain were very good from 
this sytem. 
A second practical application of a multipactoring oscil-
lation as a gamma ray detector was made by Greenblatt (7). 
The multipactoring oscillation in this case was triggered by 
gamma rays freeing electrons from the walls of a resonant 
cavity. This detector was found to have a distinct advantage 
in that the puls~ received from the detector was of very uni• 
form size and shape, but had the disadvantage of being only 
useful at higher gamma energies due to absorption properties 
of the cavity walls and conversion efficiency in the walls. 
As a general purpose gamma detector it proved to be less 
10 
efficient than a geiger counter. 
Two possible practical uses of the two electrode multipac-
toring oscillation were presented by Krebs (19) and Krebs and 
von Villiez (22). They suggested applications to frequency 
multiplication and excitation of cavity resonators respec-
tively. No extensive experimental work was done in either 
case. 
The motivation for studying the single electrode type 
of multipactoring oscillation stems from the possibility of 
using it as an amplifying mechanism in optical image intensi-
fiers. A tube for this purpose would operate in the follow-
ing mannerz 
a. An electron image is created by allowing light to 
fall on a photocathode which forms one electrode of 
the multipactoring system. 
b. If this electron image is produced after time phase 
9 in Figure lc the electrons could be accelerated 
to the opposite electrode and upon impact produce 
secondary electrons. 
c. If the secondary electrons are emitted after time 
phase ~ in Figure lc the electrons under proper 
conditions of field etc. could be multiplied on the 
second electrode alone producing a more intense 
electron image. 
d. The output image could be formed simultaneously with 
the electron amplification by making the electrode 
ll 
at which the electron image is being amplified Qf a 
phosphor substance. As the electrons strike the 
phosphor surface a portion of the electrons could be 
absorbed by the phosphor producing the output image 
while the remaining (and probably larger) portion of 
the electrons could produce more secondary electrons 
to permit the amplification process to continue. A 
necessary condition for the propagation of this would 
be that the effective emission coeffecient for the 
combined absorption and secondary emission process 
be greater than one. The use of the one electrode 
form of multipactoring is dictated by the fact that 
photocathodes have very short lifetimes under electron 
bombardment. While a two electrode process would 
probably work, surface deterioration would render a 
tube useless in a very short ti~e. 
12 
II. REViEW OF 1WO ELECTRODE MULTIPACTORIN3 
In thia chapter a review of relevant th.eoretical and 
experimental work on two electrode multipactoring will be 
presented. The work of Kreba and Meerbach (21) will be 
examined in aome detail, and the contribution• of Backmark 
and Bengston (2), Henneburg !1 !!· (12), and Gill and von 
Engel ( 6) will be presented.· 
I, 
Assume that a potential difference of a pure ainuaoidal 
form 
V a • v1 Si~t = -v1 Sin - • II.l 
whe~e , = ~t and w ia the angular frequency, 11 applied 
between two infinite parallel conducting plates ao that the 
electric field between the electrode& ia homogeneous. Elec• 
trode 1 ia at x ·=- 0 and electrode 2 ia at X= a. An electron 
ia emitted normally from the surface of electrode 1 at time 
phase ~0 with a velocity v0 • The proceaa ia one dimensional 
in th~ homogeneous electric field, thus the equation of motion 
1& 
•• 
m X a e v1 Sin ~t . II.2 
-
• 
where 3 11 the magnitude of the electron charge and a the 
electron maaa. Jntegrating once yielda 
• 
X = v0 + e Vl (Cos ~o • Cos mt) II.3 
-JIK.I)I 
Integrating a second time yield~ 
13 
X=(• v1 Coa J60 + v0 )(J6 • ¢0 ) • • v1 (Sin- - Sin 160 ) II.4 
-21 -;- ,_21 
At this point the aeveral authors mentioned above pursue dif• 
-ferent methoda of approach which shall be discussed individu• 
ally. 
Backmark and Bengston (2) assumed that the electrons are 
emitted from the electrode with zero .velocity which yields 
from Equation II.~ 
x • e v1 {sin 160 - Sin 16 + (16 - 160 ) cos ld0 } 
rtrJ)21 
II.~ 
From thia equation they proceeded to make use of experimental 
values of v1 to make eatimate1 of the electron arrival energy 
at t 'he opp.oai te electrode. They establish an upper limit on 
the voltage v1 for breakdown into a glow discharge in the 
following manner. 
As the voltage increases the electrons reach the opposite 
electrode faatera however, they cannot do so in a time less 
than 1/2 period of the voltage and still sustain an electron 
oscillation. Thia can better be expressed in a different 
manner. X cannot be larger than a for ~ ~ ~0 + w. Also since 
X cannot be negative for J6 ~ ~o' a condition fulfilled by 
electrons with /d0 between 0 and w/2 only, then the smallest 
possible value of X ia 2ev1;~2a (for /d0 Q r/2. Hence the 
condition arise& that 
a ~ 2ev1;~2a or veff ! ~2a2/2~ 
in order that the breakdown should occur. 
14 
A plot of the experimental Veff values va. a showed good 
agreement to the above conditions. Oanielsson (4) extended 
the development of electron ph~se and energy relations from 
this point. In general the remainder of the work is of little 
interest, consisting mainly of a qualitative discussion of 
electron phase relations necessary to insure arrival at the 
opposite electrode. 
Henneburg !1 !!· (12) proceeded also in the same manner 
as Backmark and Beng•ton in assuming the electrons leave the 
emitting electrode with .zero initial energya however, their 
quantitative work proceeded in a different fashion. From 
Equation II.4 with v0 = 0 the electrode separation may be 
chosen so that if ~0 = 0 the electrons will arrive at the 
opposite electrode at~ = v. From Equation II.4 this condition 
yields 
11.6 
From Equation 11.4 and II.6 for an electron emitted at ~0 and 
arriving at~ the condition for arrival at the opposite 
electrode ia 
11.7 
This is now converted to the arrival phase for the next cycle 
as a more appropriate quantity aa + = ~ -· v, Equation 11.7 
then becomes 
(+ - ~0 ) Cos ~0 + Sin ~0 - v (1 -Cos ~0 ) = Sin (v + +) 
II.8 
1~ 
A graphical solution of this can now be made and the method 
of doing ao ia shown in Figure 2a. The upper curve is the 
right aide of Equation II.S and the lower curve the left side. 
The point at which the tangent line from the lower curve 
intersects the upper curve ia the solution for ' corresponding 
to the particular ~0 of the lower curve. 
Solutions of the electron arrival phase (') vs. the 
initial phase (~0 ) as determined by the abo~e graphical method 
are shown in Figure 2b. This figure provides the following 
information a 
a. For electrons with ~0 between 0° and 6~0 the electrons 
move during successive cycles toward a single par-
ticular time phase indicated by the intercept of 
the 4~0 line and the curve of interest. 
b. For electrons with ~0 greater than 65° the electrons 
move during successive cycles toward regions in 
which the multipactoring process may no longer be 
repeated. 
This is a type of phase focusing or "bunching" of electrons 
that provides stability in the oscillation. In Figure 2b an 
example of this is shown for an electron emitted at the time 
phase designated ~1 • Successive time phases of arrival and 
emission are shown by dashed lines, and show that the electrons 
wil~ move toward a time phase of about 11° as a single syn-
chronous phase for all of the electrons. 
a 
b 
11';. 2 
t.::..~ ;::"'" 
i " .... , I 
16 
c/>o 
r7 d:: -~- I I I 
€0° 
I ... ~o 
80° 20:- cp. 40° 
i~------------·- -·--------------.....1 
Figure 2 . ., Graphical solutions to Equation II. 8 
a. Graphical method of solution of Equation II. 8 for arrival phase 1/J 
vs. emission phase (/J 
0 
b. Solutions of Equation· II, 8 for arrival phase 1/J vs. emission 
phase (/J (12) 
0 
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Note alao that a aecond intercept of the 4~0 line ia 
made by each curve of figure 2b. Thia aecond intercept ia 1 
however 1 a phaae correaponding to phase defocusing and ia, 
therefore, unstable with respect to sustaining the multi-
pactoring oscillation. If an electron happens to be oscil• 
lating in this exact time phase it will remain there indef-
initely• however, if for some reason it arrivea slightly 
earlier it will immediately drift to the lower synchronous 
phase intercept. Similarly if it arrives alightly later it 
will be lost to the oscillation, These •tability conditions 
will be diacuased in more detail when the work of Krebs and 
Meerbach ia discussed belowe 
From this point the work becomes a detailed evaluation 
of phase and energy relations which are of a qualitative 
nature and not too useful. The significant point oi this work 
was in demonstrating that time phases exist toward which all 
electrons emitted over a wide range of ~0 values will bunch. 
These will be ca~led in general, as above, synchronous time 
phases. 
The first work to take into account the initial electron 
energy was done by Gill and von Engel (6), From Equation 11.4 
they make the assumption that the electron arrives at X • a 
at a time phase ~ • ~0 + ~, and since Sin (~0 + r)• - Sin ~0 
Equationa 11.3 and 11.4 become 
a • (v0 + e v1 Cos ~0 )~ + 2e v1 Sin ~0 II.9 
- . (I) 
100)8 . 100l2a . 
18 
va • v0 + 2e v1 coa - 0 
lllQ)8 
where va la the arrival velocity of the electron at X • a. 
At 'thia point another aaaumption ia made that the ratio 
v8/v0 • k, where k ia conatant. With tnia, Equations II.9 
may be reduced to 
II.lO 
. a •{H-f 1T Coa -o + 2 Sin -~ ~ . 
mc.oa 
Replacing now the angular frequency ~ by the wavelength ~ 
Equation• 11.10 become 
The equation• were formulated in thia particular m.nner aince 
the inveatigation waa into breakdown phenomena aa a function 
of wavelength. The aecond of _Equation• 11.11 ia of use, for 
it enables the breakdown potential to be determined for given 
values of a, .k, and /60 • One example of a solution to this ia 
given in Figure 3a for k • 10. 
Upon examination of Figure 3a one note• that electron• 
a~e shown being emitted at rather large value• of negative 
' ' 
/60 which correapond to large field• in the opposing direction 
at the time of emiaaion. Thia ariaea mathematically becauae 
19 
the electrodes have been treated as ideal grids and the fields 
postulated to arbitrarily exist. Because of thi~electron 
paths of the form shown in Figure 3b are mathematically pos• · 
sible and correspond to the large ne~ative values of ~0 • Since 
it is obvious that physically th~ electrons cannot pass through . 
the electrode, there must exist a limiting value of -¢0 for 
any set of parameters. 
A limiting value of -¢0 may be determined from the 
equations above. Consider an electron emitted at the limiting 
• 
time phase ·¢0 with X = 0 and X = v0 • It will at some later 
time phase -¢0, corresponding to the second turning point in 
• 
the paths of Figure 3b, have X = 0 and X = 0. Applying these 
conditions to Equation II.ll yields 
(~~ + ¢ 0 )Cos ~~ = Sin ~~ + Sin ¢ 0 
v0 = e v1 (Cos ¢~ - Cos ~0 ) 
-IOO>a 
II.l2 
then from the second . of Equations II.9 and the second of 
Equations II.l2 
k = va/v0 = Cos ¢~ + Cos ¢0 II.l3 
Cos ¢~ - Cos ¢ 0 
From this equation a limiting value of ¢0 may be found which 
for k = 10 corresponds to ¢ 0 = -400 and X. = 1.74 meters. 
The major significance of this work is that it gave a 
good explanation for high frequency cut-off effects in break-
down phenomena near 1 micron of vacuum pressure. While for 
20 
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Figure 3a. Solution of Equation II. 11 for k = 10 
Figure 3b. Change in electron paths for increasing negative (/J0 (6) 
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longer wavelength• the breakdown potential deer••••• •• 
deacribed on Page l. Later work ahowed that a cut•off wave• 
length, below which almoat no breakdown could occur, exists. 
Experimental result• showed excellent agreement to a cut-off 
of the form ahown in figure 3a. 
The moat complete and experimentally verifiable work waa 
done by Kreba (18) in 19~0 and by Kreba and Meerbach (21) 
in 195~. The remainder of thia chapter will be devoted to 
a review of their work. This work ia well verified in refer• 
ence (21). 
If in Equation II.~ it ia assumed that the electron 
arrives at electrode 2 (for which X • a) at a time phase ~a 
then Equation II.4 becomes 
a = { e v1 Cos 160 + ::S} (161 
rrm2a c.u 
Define now the following parameter& 
where 
K = rrm2a2 1 ~ • v1/K 1 y • V .fK 
e 
eV • l/2 m v2 
• 0 
II.l4 
II.l~ 
V1 ia the emiaaion energy of the electron• in electron volta. 
Using the parameters of Equation II.l~, Equation II.4 becomes 
1 • (~ Cos ~0 + ~)(16a • /60 ) - p(Sin 161 - Sin 160 ) 
II.l6 
One desires a solution for 161 as a function of 160 from this 
equation, and figure 4a gives a numerically calculated 
Figure 4a. 
.,. 
·Solutio~ of 
of ¢0 for r 
"-, . 
3'1; 
• '2 
22 
0 
~ · · Equation II.l6 for ¢4 as a function 
= 0 and ~ = parameter (21) 
.... 
tPo 
Figure 4b. Solution of Equation II.l7 for ¢r as a function 
of ¢ 0 with J2Y/p as a paremet er {21) 
" 
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graphical ,solution for y a 0 and ~ as a parameter. 
One notes in Figure 4a that a solution exists for emission 
time phases in the range ~; ~ ¢ 0 < 0. This is the same 
situation as discussed for the electron paths in Figure 3b. 
At emission the electron sees a field that forces it back into 
the electrodeJ however, mathematically it is po~sible to 
accelerate the electron negatively through the ideal grid that 
represents the electrode. The multiple solutions of the 
equation that occur along the left and right . side of the curves 
in Figure 4a correspond to different types of oscillations 
about one or the other electrodes. 
To obtain a limit on the time phase ¢ 0 let ¢r represent 
the time phase at which an electron emitted at ~0 and accel-
erated negativ~ly will repass the electrode at X = 0. One 
can solve for ¢r by setting ¢ = ¢r and X = 0 in Equation II.4. 
By using the parameters defined in Equation II.l~ the equa-
~iQn satisfied is 
(Cos ¢0 + J2Y) ¢r - Sin ¢r = (Cos ¢0 + J2Y) ¢0 - Sin ¢0 
-r --r II.l7 
Solutions to Equation II.l7 are shown in Figure 4b with 
~ as a parameter. Note that for J2Y > 1.26 no solutions 
T -~ 
exist. This shows that any time phase is possible for emission 
in order to accelerate the electron positively, and corresponds 
to the emission energy becoming so large as to overcome the 
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oppoaing field. The curve for ~ • 0 haa been plotted in 
T 
figure 4a aa a daahed line ahowing the limiting valuea for 
y • o. 
Now if an electron ia emitted from one electrode with 
0 ~ - 0 ~ r it muat arrive and emit secondary electrons at the 
other electrode at a time phase~~ such that T ~ -~ ~ ~. 
Thia defines a set of effective region& for which the multi-
pactoring process may be set upa these regions are shown as 
the non-hatched .regions of Figure 4a. 
Figure ~a shows a solution of Equation 11.16 for a non-
zero value of y. In particular it shows the solution for 
y • .0064 and ~ = 0.32. The limiting value of - 0 as deter• 
mined by Equation II.l7 is shown as the dashed line and 
indicates that for this.particular case electrons with ~0 
values as low as -60o may successfully enter the multipac-
toring oscillation. 
Examine now the successive emission phaaea of an electron 
initially emitted at an angle - 0 in Figure 5a. This is easi-
ly done by reflecting each ~a back to the ~~ axi~ using the 
unity slope line (designated • ~0 + ~). If thia is done it 
is seen that a series of emission time phases~~'-~~,~~~~ ••• 
as shown in Figure ~a results which approach a limiting time 
phase corresponding to point s1• This 1& identically the 
same phase focusing property ~s was shown to exist by 
Henneburg !1 !!· (12). One also notes the existence of the 
Figure ~b• 
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Solution of Equati9n 11.16 forK-a va. ~o for ~c0.32, I =.0064 demonstrat1ng the principle o~phase focus• 
ng (~l ) 0.10 o." \ 
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n = l existence region for two electrode multi-
pactoring 
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second time phase corresponding to point s2 of Figure 5a, and 
is a phase corresponding to an unstable equilibrium. A very 
simple geometrical reason exists that explains why this occurs 
and may be expressed as a constraint on the slope of the 
solution curve at the points s1 and s2. This condition is 
. d !6 a 
-
5. 1 II.l8 
d !6o _!6a = !6o + v 
For any solution of Equation II.l6 that satisfies condition 
II.l8 there will exist at least one time phase (which will be 
designated by /6s and called the synchronou.s time phase) toward 
which electrons emitted in the valid regions will focus very 
quickly. An expression for these synchronous time phases /6s 
may be obtained by setting ¢ 0 ~ ¢s and ¢a = /66 + n v (n= l, 3, 
5, ••• ) in Equation II.l6. This yields 
¢s = + arc Cos 1 (1 - nv~) + arc tan _2_ 
p n v 
../4 + n21T2 
II.l9 
In order that Equation II.l9 be a real value, the argu-
ment of the arc Cos term must be less than one. If this is 
applied to II.l9 the condition results that 
~ ~ 1 - nv • ./2_:f 
../4 + n21T2 
II.20 
This equation relates the magnitude of the r.f. voltage to 
the frequency and electrode separation as an existence condi-
tion for the sustained oscillation through the relations 
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• defined in 11.1~. figure ~b ia a diagram of the values of the 
parameters defined in 11.1~ for which a stable oacillation can 
occur. The left hand boundary is formed by Equation 11.20. 
In order to obtain an upper limit on the parameter ~ for 
a given value of the parameter y, it is necessary to apply 
the condition stated in 1!.18 to Equation 11.16. Wi~h ¢ 0 ~ ¢1 
and ¢a a ¢1 + n~ one obtain& from 11.16 
d -a 
-
a nrsin -. + ~~~ 
· 2 Co a J 1 + J'};f/~ 
The critical valuea of {6 6 for which jd ¢8/d ¢0 1 • 1 ia then 
given by 
nlrSin ¢ 8 + ./JR/p ::a :t 1 
2Coa ¢ 1 + ,J1};(/p 
The poaitive aign here yielda the reault 
¢8 = arc Tan _g_ 
n-r 
which after aubatitution for ¢1 from 11.19 leada aimply to 
11.20. However, the negative aign with the help of Equation 
11.19 yielda an upper limit on ~ after aome algebra as 
~ i /{ m - nr ·}\ { 2 }2 ~ 0 2;'2.4 n27T~-4 11.21 
The value of ~ given by this in equality forma the right hand 
boundary of the existence region shown in Figure 5b • 
.. 
A further restriction of the existence region ariaea 
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due to the fact that electrons are emitted prior to the cut-
off values of --0 aa one nears the lower y values in Figure 
5b. The lower boundary as shown in Figure 5b that accounts 
for this is determined from Equation II.l7. Also shown in 
Figure 5b are lines of constant ¢s. 
Thus far nothing has been said about the energy which an 
electron possesses upon arrival at the opposite electrode. 
That this is a necessary consideration may _be seen from 
Figure 6 which is a graph of electron emission coefficient 
as a function of primary electron energy for electrons 
impinging on Copper (3). Unless the emission coefficient 
is greater than one the multipactoring process has no hope 
of occurring which implies a certain minimum energy of arrival 
is required. 
An expression of the electron arrival velocity or energy 
may be obtained from II.3 as 
or 
v = a 
• 
X¢ = {6 = v0 {..JL (Cos {60 - Cos {61 ) + 1} 
·, a J'l.Y 
where V1 is the electron arrival energy in e.v., and Equation 
II.l5 haa been used. If this is restricted to synchronous 
electron emission phases with ¢ 0 = {66 and ¢a = ¢0 + v, and 
further use of II,l5 is made, it becomes 
• 
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11.22 
Lines of conatant energy determined from this equation are 
shown in Figure 5b. 
Experimental work by Krebs and Meerbach (21) showed that 
this mechanism is in excellent agreement with experiment for 
vacuum pressures less than 10-5 torr. at least. In particulsr 
their work showed total in~ependence of the mechanism with 
respect to the gas in the vacuum. All prior 'work had been 
. -4 done at gas pressures above 10 torr. and showed some gas 
dependency in most cases. This however can be expected since 
the electron mean free path becomes short enough to make sn 
interaction between the electrons and the gas fairly likely 
at higher vacuum pressures. 
' · 
0.5 
' \ 
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PRIMARY ELECTRON ENERGY (e. v.) 
Figure 6, Emission coefficient (o) vs. primary electron energy 
for Copper according to I) Petry and II) Warnecke (3) 
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III. THEORY Of SIN3LE ELECTROOE MULTIPACTORIKi 
In thia chapte~ a theory of the new form of multipac-
toring oacillation described in Chapter I will be developed • . 
The conditions for the exietence of synchronoua time phaaee 
will be · shown, and a method of specifying suitable parameter• 
for experimental uae will be displayed. 
A. Equation of Motion and Solu~iona 
for Electron Arrival Phases 
Here aa in Chapter II the motion will be considered one 
dimenaionally for the geometry of Figure 7. Assume that 
electrons are emitted normally at time phaae ~0 and velocity 
v8 from the plane electrode at X ~ o, and that the field linea 
have no fringe effect& ji.e. the electric force on the elec-
tron is perpendicular to the electrode plane at all points). 
The electrode separation is designated by a, and the potential 
as diagrammed in Figure lc has the form 
v = v0 - v1 Si~t ~ v0 - v1 Sin~ 
where ~ • a>t and a> ~ angular 'frequency. 
The equation of motion is then 
.. 
III.l 
, mX m •eE0 + eE1 Sin - III.2 
where E0 • Vgia, El m v1/a, and e and m are the charge 
magnitude and maas of the electron respectively. Integrating 
once yields 
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• 
X • v8 • e&0 (- • - 0 ) + ee1 ( Coa - 0 • Coa -) 11I.3 
- -mro IIIQ) 
Integrating a aecond time yialda 
X= •eE0 (~ • - 0 ) 2 + (eE1 Coa 160 ·+ ve)(- • - 0 ) 
:::2 :-2 -2JJb> lito Q) 
+ ee1 (Sin ~0 - Sin -) 
rlto2. 
Define now the following parameters 
where Ve ia given by 
III.4 
III.!> 
eve a 1/2 mv! III.6 
V8 ia the emission energy of the electron• in electron volts. 
Using the parameters defined in III.5 and III.6, 
Equations III.3 and III.4 become 
X = -BQ>6 (~ - ~0 ) + BQ>ti (Cos ~0 - Coa ~) + (2eV.fml~ 
X za •al\ (~ - ~0 ) 2 + a(~ Cos 160 .+ ~)(~ • ~0 ) III. 7 
2 
+ a~(Sin 160 - Sin~) 
Recall that in this form of multipactoring oacillation 
tht electron ia multiplied when it again impingta upon the 
original electrode from which it was emitted. Thus from the 
aecond of Equations III.7 a solution is desired for the time 
phase at which the electrons emitted from X = 0 at time phase 
~0 will again pass through the position X = o. This time 
Figure 7. Mathematical positions of electrodes and electric fields 
showing various mathematically possible electron paths 
·(a) Path of electron in stable 2r electron oscillation 
(b) Mathematically possible path of electron emitted in 
strongly opposing electric field 
· ('cl . Mathematically equ.ivalent path of (b) for ·electron 
. ' - ~tted negatively 
. (d) Mathematically similar path to ·(b) but with less 
· opposing field . 
·(e) Path of electron emitted ·with sufficient· energy to 
overcome a small opposing field and enter ~ stable 
.ultipactoring oscillation 
(Vertical displacements are for clarity only; they do not 
·exist in the actual . process) 
,_ .. 
w 
w 
0 
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-0 
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phaae will be dtai;nated the arrival phaae -., and ia obtained 
by aettin; X • 0 and- • '• in Equation III,7. Thia yielda, 
after diviaion by ·•A• 
o • (i1 - i1 )2 - (" Cos i1 + ./'i.Vy)(i1 - i1 ) • ~ (Sin i10 • Sin i1a) a o · o a o 
2 -;;: 6 :A 
Define now two new parameter• 
a • ~ a El/Eo • Vl/Vo 
:A . 
G a ~ = v8K/E0 a 
ll 
/ 
( III.8 
Then with aubatitution of these parameter• the equation becomes 
0 a (i1a • i10 ) 2 • (a Cos J 0 + G) (,Ia • i10 ) • B(tSin i10 • Sin i1a) 
2 
111.9 
Solutions of Equation I~I.9 for i18 as a function of i10 are 
shown in Figures a, 9, and 10 for G values of o.o, o.o~, and 
1.00 respectively. B. is a parameter in each of these curves. 
Inspection of figures a, 9, and 10 shows that for many 
values of " 0 the solution is multivalued with as many as 
three aolutions. These multiple solutions correspond to the 
several possible electron paths, some of which are diagrammed 
in Figure 7. For example an electron emitted with ~0 • 10° 
for G • 0 and a • 3.~ has two solutions ,a = 2a0 and ,a = 3a4o. 
Thia corresponds to an electron being accelerated negatively 
first, then pasaing through X = 0 at " :::: 28° and subsequently 
returning again to X • 0 at i1 = 384° as diagrammed in the path 
labeled c in Figure 7. Since mathematically speaking the 
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cl>o 
Figure a. Solution of Equation 111.9 for G = 0 and B a parameter . 
figure 9, 
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Solution Qf Equltion 1II.9 for G • 0.05 and a a 
parameter 
,r 
FigUI"& 10. 
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so1utron o~Equation III.9 for G • 1.0 and B a 
parameter 
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fields exist in apaee independent of any electrodes (which 
appear aa tranaparent grida) the path labeled c is identically 
equivalent to the path l~beled b. An example of three solu-
tions is given by an electron emitted at ~0 ~ •400 for G • 1.0 
and B = 2.9 in Figure 10 and the corresponding path is shown 
as d in Figure 7. 
The multiple solutions arise in the following fashion. 
If electrons are emitted prior to time phase ; in Figure lc 
the electron can be accelerated in a negative direction 
providing it does not have sufficient energy to overcome the 
opposing field. For the case G ~ o, or zero emission energy, 
this will occur just before the time phase ; at which the net 
field is zero. From Equation III.l this time phase ; is given 
by 
Sin ; = 1/B III.lO 
If however, the electron has an initial energy it can 
overcome a bit of opposing field. It can then successfully 
leave the X ~ 0' electrode at a time phase somewhat earlier 
than ; and still be accelerated positively at a later time. 
This case is shown in path e of Figure 7. Now since G is an 
increaaing function of the emission energy (c.f. Equation 
111.8), the region of multiple solutions ahould move toward 
more negative ~0 values as G increases. This indeed occurs 
as is seen by comparing Figures a, 9, and 10. 
For practical purposes of the multipactoring oscillation, 
however, the only regions of use are those having a single 
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solution for -a· The range of - 0 values that have aingle 
solutiona for -a increaaea for incraaaing G valuea for. the 
same reason that the region of multiple aolutiona moves toward 
larger negative ~aluea of ~0 with increasing values of G. 
Chapter X containa a full set of solution& of Equation 
III.9 for ~a va. ~0 for a range of G values from 0.0 to 1.~. 
B. Phase Stability and Existence Regions 
The general condition for sustaining a single electrode 
multipactoring oscillation is that a synchronous time phase 
exists such that the electron returns to the emitting ele'-
trode nv (n ~ 2, 4, 6, o o .) later in time phase than it was 
emitted. These synchronous time phases may be determined by 
setting ~0 : ¢ 6 and ¢a.= ¢1 + nv in Equation IIIo9 and solving 
for ¢ 6 o Doing this yields 
0 a n2v2 - nv (B Cos ~. + G) 
--r 
and solving for.¢8 
-. a ± arc Coa (nv - 2G) 
2a 
III.ll 
where n • 2, 4, 6, • • • corresponding to the case of an 
electron returning to X • 0 at timaa ~. 4V, 6T 
phase respectively. 
• • • later in 
In the curves of Figures a, 9, and 10 these values of ¢1 
correspond to the intercepts of the solution curves with the 
line designated- • ~0 + 2". This immediately suggests a 
lower limit on B since in not all of the curves is there an 
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~in~ercept of the aolution curve with the - • - 0 + 2r line. 
Thia ia identically the aaae as saying that jcoa -.11 1. From 
Equation III.ll this condition yields 
n'IF' • . 2G < 1 
2a -
or 
B ~ nv - G T II 
For G • 0 and n ~ 2 thil yields that B~. T ~ 3~14. 
111.12 . 
Examina• 
tion .of Figure 8 ah~wa that this value of B corresponds to 
the solution curve be~oming just tangent to the ~0 + 2r line. 
For B • .,. and G • 0 Equation 111.11 shows that 11~ • 0° as the 
synchronous phase angle1 however, this is not an allowable 
phase becauae it ia in the region of multiple aolutions and 
the electron will be a~celerated negatively first. 
The very fact that the i1 = i10 + 2V line intersect& the 
solution curve for i11 is sufficient to say that at least one 
synchronous time phase exists. However, the question is now 
asked as to whether these time phases correspond to stable or 
unstable equilibrium with respect to sustaining the multi-
pactoring process. Examination of Figure ll shows that a 
stable condition muat exist, and Figure 12 shows an unstable 
condition exis.ta. In Figure 11 the successive emission and 
arrival phases for an electron emitted at i10 ~ 15° for 
G = 0.7~ and B ~ 2,8 are examined and it is found that phase 
~ . ~ 0 focusing occurs toward the synchronous phase p 8 z 3l given 
by Equation 111.11. In Figure l2 the auccesaive emission 
300 
-20 -10 0 
290 
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Figure 11. ~a va. - 0 for G = 0.75 and B a parameter showing 
the _ atab1e phase focusing property 
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Figure 12. C/Ja vs. (/)0 for. G:::: 0. 75 and B a parameter showing the unsta-
ble phase defocusing property 
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and arrival phaaea for an electron emitted at - 0 a 45° for 
G •0.75 and B • 3.6 are examined and it is seen that a phaae 
. 
defocusing effect occura in which the electron wanders from 
phase to phase over a wide region. 
Examination of Figures s, 9, 10, 11, 12 and the curves 
in the Appendix ahows that the same geometrical stability 
condition for phase focusing exists for the aingle electrode 
process aa for the two electrode p.rocesa discussed in Chap• 
ter II. Thia condition is 
d ~a i 1 
dTa ~0 = ~. 
/A8 = /A1 + ntr 
This ia just a geometrical condition on the alope of the 
solution curve at one ~oint. From Equation 111.9 one obtains 
d ~-/d [A0 • (1- B Sin ~0 )(~a • ~0 ) • G 
(/A8 - /A0 ) - B(Cos ~0 - Cos ~a) • G 
For ~0 • -s and,~8 • •s + nw this last equation becomes 
where n • 2, 4, 6, 
• • • 
+ nr 
= (1 - B Sin ~8 ) nr • G 
ntr - G 
III.l3 
Applying the geometrical condition 
to Equation III.l3 yielda a positive and negative case which 
will be conaidered separately. 
Negative £!.!.!. 
From Equation 111.13 and the geometrical condition one 
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get a 
After rearranging·, th1t becomes . ' 
B Sin ~s ~ 2(nr • G) 
nr 
From Equation III.ll 
Sin j 1 • ± {4 a2 - (nv • 2 Gl2 } JS 2 8 . 111.14 
Substituting for Sin j11 and solving out using the + sign in 
Equation 111.14 (c~rresponding to 0 ~ ¢1 ~ r) .yi8lda 
B ~ 1/2 {16(nv - G) 2 + (nv - 2G) 2 }~ 
r&2JT2 . 
Positive case 
-
From Equation III.l3 and ~he geometrical condition one 
gets 
( 1 • B Sin ~ 8 ) n1r • G ~ n1r • G 
or 
B Sin /t11 ~ 0 
The condition must then be that Sin ¢s ~ 0 since a 0 value 
of zero would represent a trivial case. Hence using Equation 
111.14 above yields 
{ 4 s2 • ( n1r .. 2G) 2} JS ~ o 
2 s 
and solving for B yields 
B > nv - G 
-y 
which was obtained previously. 
IIIel2 
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Combining the two boundary expressions yields 
{ n1r - G} .i B .i J4(n1r - Gl 2 + {n'lr - 2Gl 2 }~ 111.15 
· T · \ n~2 4 . 
valid for 0 .S. -s .S. "· Solutions of Equation 111.1~ for the 
equality or boundary conditions are shown in Figure 13 for 
n = 2, and in Figure 14 for n = 2, 4, and 6. Linea of constant 
~~ are also shown corresponding to the particular values of 
B and G as given in Equation III.ll. 
Examination of Figures a, 9, and 10 and Equation III.ll 
show that in the stable regions of Figures 13 and 14 two 
values of the synchronous phase exist symmetrical about ~0 = 0°. 
For lower G values the negative ~. is for the most part use-
leas due to the cut-off of allowable - 0 values. However, for 
high G values the negat~ve ~s value is allowable, but always 
corresponds to an unstable equilibrium condition, correspond-
ing to phase defocusing, on the multipactoring process. 
Electrons exactly at these negative ~. values will remain 
there indefinitely, but any small displacement in time phase 
will result iri a drift toward the positive ~s solution. For 
B values greater than the stable values of Equation III.l~ 
both ~s phases become unatable and the electron& drift con-
tinuously from one phase to another. 
That the negative-. time phases posse~phase defocusing 
properties may be aeen by using the geometrical condition and 
Equation III.l3. Sin-. in Equation III.l4 is negative for 
uS~~ S 2V so that using the positive case on Page 49 yields 
5.0 
4.5 
+1o5o 
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±goo 
±soo 
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Figure 13. 
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Existence region for a 2U electron oscillation showing lines of 
constant !65 
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Figure 14. Existence regions for 21T, 41T, and 61r electron oscillations 
showing_ lines of constant C/Js . 
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Sin ~8 ~ 0 
and subatitutin9 from 111.14 for Sin ~. 
hence 
-{ 4 s2 • ( nT • 2G) 2} JS ~ 0 
2 B 
II1.16 
However, if this condition is satisfied the ;solution curves 
will never intersect the ~ = ¢0 + nT line except at one point. 
This of course is the case in which there will be only one ~s 
intercept and corresponds to tangency of the solution curve to 
the straight line. From this it must be concluded that values 
of ~~ in the region 1r ~ ~~ S 21r represent phases correspond-
ing to phase defocusing, and thus are not phases of stable 
equilibrium with respect to the propagation of the multi-
pactoring oscillation. 
c. Electron Return Energy 
It was aeen in Chapter II that the return energy of the 
electrons plays an important part in whether a sufficient 
number of electrons are emitted from the electrodes to produce 
a stable multipactoring or not. Figure 6 demonstrates that an 
insuffi~ient return energy will produce an emission coefficient 
less than 1, and too high a return energy will decrease the 
emission coefficient very close to unity. It is therefore 
necessary to be able to specify this energy. 
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Let~ repreaent one period of the r.f. voltage, and vr 
be the return velocity of the electron at time phaae ~.. For 
a nrr(n a 2, 4, 6, ••• ) electron transition the return 
velocity vr fQr a synchronous phase ia obtained from the 
Impulse-Momentum Principle by int_egrating over a full cycle 
of the r.f. aa 
Evaluating the .integral 
-a/O> + lj '•/m + '1:'n 
JFdt • ·eE0 Jdt · 2 + 
-s/co 16a/m 
hence 
+ '1:'n 
2 
. 16 1/Q) + l!! 
eEl I Sin Q)tctt2 a 
16,;(&) 
vr·• v8 - eE0 '1:'n 
2m 
III.l7 
Squaring and multiplying by ~2 yields the return energy (W) 
a a 
W • l/2 mv; a l/2 mv~ - •veE0:2n + e2E~'1:'2n2 
am 
But E0 • Vglat l/2 mv~ • ev8 , and '1:' a l/f, hence 
By further uae of Equationi .III.5 and III.8 thia can be 
reduced to \ 
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W a eV + n~ eV_A(nv • G) (mechanical units) 
• c;r-2 
III.l8 
w • v + n~_A(nv • G) (electron volta) 
e o- 2 
Thi1 equation is valid for a nv electron transition in the 
aynchronous multipactoring process. Figure 1~ shows several 
solutions to Equations III.l8 for V8 = 2.828 e.v., n a 2, 
and frequency as a parameter. It ia evident from this that 
reasonable electron energies may be obtained with not too 
high a d.c. field. 
A similar method obtains the energies for an electron 
emitted in a non-synchronous time phase. In this case the 
electron does not return to the emitting electrode an integral 
number of periods of the r.f. cycle later. The energy can be 
determined, however, in the following manner. 
At some time phase-Q the electron will atop and be 
accelerated back toward the multipactoring electrode as a 
final step in a sequence of back and forth motions. This 
. 
timt phase may be determined from Equation III.7 for X= 0 as 
~ 
0 = -aw6(~ - ¢ 0 ) + a~ (Cos i10 - Cos ~) + (2eV e) 
m 
Using the abbreviations of Equation III.S this becomes 
Q + B Cos Q = ¢ 0 + B Cos ¢ 0 + G 
In general, for high B valuea this equation ia multivalued with 
solutions corresponding to each turning point of the electron's 
path (aee Figure 7)1 th~refore, it will be convenient to 
index the solutions for Q with a subscript m as 
Qm + B Cos Om = ¢ 0 + B Cos j10 + G III.l9 
Ve=2.828 e.v . 
.. . 
> ~ 5.01-
·-
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Figure 15. Electron return energy vs. d.c. field for V8 =2.828 e.v. and frequency 
a parameter · 
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If however, one aaaumea that ~0 ia a aynchronoua phase in 
Equation 111.19, then uaing Equation III.ll yields 
~m + B Cos um = ~s + T 1!!.20 
where n • 2, 4, 6, • • • One of the solutions of this 
equation or Equation III.l9 is the solution for the turning 
point of interest. 
Once agein using 
¢8/(J) 
mvr m J Fdt 
the ·Impulse-Momentum Principle yields 
~m/(J) 
or 
hence 
W • ~/2 mv; • ~{E0 (,i1a - . Um) + El {Coa ¢ 8 - Cos ~m)} 2 
2Joo) 
But e1 • B E0 and using the parameters of Equations 111.8 and 
!11.1~ · 
W ~ ¥ { (.(68 · -"ml + B(Coa .(68 • Coa >.lml} 2 
W = V0 t::. {('¢a • ~m) + B(Cos ¢a - Cos ~m)} 2 
2 
(mech. units) 
I11o2l 
(elec. volts) 
Equation III.2l is generally valid for any type of electron 
transitiona however, Equation III.l8 represents a simpler 
expression for the synchronous emission phases. 
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O, Electron Path Relations 
To this point no quantitative exp.ression has been given 
showing exactly how early an electron can be emitted while 
experiencing a retarding electric field and still enter the 
multipactoring oscillation. Electrons emitted too early will 
be forced back into the emitting electrode by the opposing 
electric field with so little energy that they will be absorbed 
in the electrode and be lost to the oscillation. For any set 
of values of B and G, however, there will exist a critical 
emission phase (~c) which will allow the electrons to first 
move outward by virtue of their emission energy, then be 
stopped and accelerated back toward the emitting electrode 
-by the opposing electric field, then finally be stopped again 
just at the surface of the electrode and accelerated outward 
into a stable multipactoring oscillation. Electrons that do 
exactly this will have their second turning point u2 , as 
given by Equatiqn 111.19 or 111.20, equal to one of the 
solutions for ~a in Equation 111.9. Using Equations 111.19 
and 111.9 leads to two equations 
n2 + B Cos 02 a ~c + B Cos ~c + G 
and III,22 
which must be simultaneously satisfied. 
In both of Equations 111.22 02 represents the second 
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turning point in the path. This condition III.22 adds a 
further limitation to the existence regions, and is plotted 
in Figure 13 as a small rounding off of the boundary in the 
lower left hand corner. 
At this point a method should be developed to specify 
the maximum distance an· electron travels away from the emitting 
electrode during the multipactoring oscillation. In order to 
do this the second of Equations III.7 may be divided by Aa 
to obtain 
_A_=- (¢ ~ ¢0 ) 2 + (B Cos ¢ 0 +G)(¢ • ¢ 0 ) + B(Sin ¢0 ·Sin¢) 
6a 2 
Define now the dimensionless parameter 
X== .X.. 
6a III.24 
Then for any ¢ = Om or extremum time phase corresponding to 
specific valuea of a, G, and ¢ 0 the maximum (or minimum) 
relative position Xm may be determined by 
Xm = -(Om - ¢o)2 .+ ( B Cos ¢o + G) (~m - ¢o) 
2 
and hence the maximum electron distance by 
+ B(Sin ¢ 0 ·- .Sin ~) 
III.25 
~ax .= XmeE0 III.26 
~2 
where the value of 6 as defined in III.5 has been used. A 
typical set of electron paths as derived from these equations 
is shown in Figure 16 for G == 1.0, ¢ 0 ~ 300 and B values up to 
and including several paths in the 6v region. 
5aOr-----~----or-----.----~-----,------r-~--~----or~~-.-----.-----,.-----r--, 
X 
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Figure 16. Relative electron position vs. time phase for G ~ 1.00 and B a 
parameter 
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E. Specification of Parameters 
At this point it would be convenient to develop a · 
systematic method for specifying all the parameters of the 
multipactoring process quickly and efficiently. This can be 
accomplished in the following manner for synchronous operation: 
1. Using the characteristic emission curve for the 
particular electrode material such as in Figure 6 
the desired emission energy may be chosen, or it 
may be chosen by some independent method if more 
convenient. 
2. Using this emission energy value, and choosing a 
suitable frequency of operation, the required d.c. 
field may be determined from Equation III.l8 or 
from Figure 15~ 
3. From the previously determined values of f and E0 , 
and the characteristic emission energy Ve of the 
particular electrode material, the value of the 
parameter G may be determined from Equation III.8 
~ or from a graphical plot as in Figure 17. 
4. Using this G value, a suitable B value may be chosen 
from the stability condition Equation III.l5 or 
from the ~xistence region plots in Figures 13 and 14. 
5. For the determined B and G values, the value of Xm 
corresponding to the maximum electron distance may 
be determined from Equations. III .19 and III. 25 or 
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from a gr~phical solution of these equations for 
synchronous time phases as in Figure 18. 
6. Finally the value of the maximum electron distance 
from the mu!tipactoring electrode may be determined 
from Equation III.26 or from a plot of this equation 
as in Figure 19. 
Through this sequence of steps all the parameter& of the 
multipactoring oscillation are specified in a manner suitable 
for experimental work. . 
Vc = 2.028 e.v. 
0.6'-
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Figure 17. Parame~er G vs. D.C. Field (E0 ) with frequency a parameter and Ve=2.828 
e.v. · 
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Figure 18. Xm vs. G with B a parameter 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
A. Apparatus 
Two different seta of experimental apparatus were used 
to study the single electrode multipactoring oscillation. 
Diagrams of these appear . in Figures 20 and 21. Another appa-
ratus had been used previous to these two1 however, it proved 
inadequate in operation, hence was discarded. 
Detection of the electron oscillation was done in the 
same manner as Krebs and Meerbach (21). This is most easily 
seen in Figure 21. A small hole of 1/8" diameter was left in 
the electrode at which the multipactoring was to occur. As 
the oscillation built up a current of electrons passed through 
this hole and fell on a small electrode connected to a gal-
vanometer. Since the number of electrons passing through the 
hole is proportional to the density of electrons in the 
electron cloud, the galvanometer current is proportional to 
the intensity of-the multipactoring oscillation. 
The electrode spacing was fixed for any particular set 
of d~ta that was taken1 however, the apparatus of Figure 20 
allowed the electrode separation to be changed by changing 
the length of the support legs on the grounded electrode. In 
most cases the electrode separation for the apparatus of 
Figure 20 was about 2.0 in. The electrode separation for the 
apparatus of Figure 21 had a fixed electrode separation of 
2.8 inches. 
SUPERMICA 
INSULATOR 
l00%m COPPER 
-~'I BRASS 
B88888888888$S GLASS 
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Figure 20. Apparatus used to study multipactoring oscillation& 
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Figure 21. Apparatus used to study multipactoring oscillations 
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Gill and von Engel found that for breakdown phenomena 
a limitation on the geometry of the electrodes existed in 
order to obtain fields of sufficient uniformity. This condi• 
tion was that 
3 a < 2 R 
... 
where a is the electrode separation and R i& the radius of 
the electrodes. On the other hand Krebs and Meerbach used 
electrodes of about 1 inch diameter and electrode separations 
up to 2~~ inches with not enough lack of uniformity to affect 
the data. Krebs and Meerbach did, however, use a magnetic 
field to focus the emission energy component of the electron 
velocity. 
In this work an electrode diameter of 5 inches was used, 
and electrode separations of 2.0 and 2.8 in. were used for the 
most part. It was found in general that the field was suf-
ficiently uniform, but that a large fringe field was set up 
that eventually led to what appeared to be apparatus depend-
encies in the data. A more complete discussion of this will 
be made in Chapter VI. 
Electrical connections are shown schematically in 
Figure 22. The r.f. power was delivered from a specially 
built 1~0 watt transmitter into a modified ~ - section input 
circuit through a 50 ohm coaxial cable. Frequency of operation 
of the transmitter was in a 4.0 megacycle bandwidth about 75.0 
me. Frequency stabilization was achieved using the internal 
calibrator of the Hewlett-Packard 6080 V.H.F. Signal Generator 
. 'I 
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Figure 22. Schematic of electrical- -circuits used to study multipactoring 
oscillations 
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used to drive the tranamitter. frequency calibration was 
accurate to 0.~% and drift waa negligible after warm up. 
Harmonic content was checked on several occasions showing the 
presence of small amounts of second and third harmonics, which 
were low enough to be of no significance. 
The output stability of the transmitter was reasonably 
good though proximity effects of persona working in the area 
changed the electrode voltage radically under normal condi-
tions. Output waveform was checked periodi~ally with an 
oscilloscope and pick•up coil, and was found to be a fairly 
pure sinusoid at each check. 
With the apparatus of Figure 20 a peak r.f. voltage of 
1.3 kv. was obtainable, while for the apparatus of Figure 21 
a peak r.f. voltage of .1.8 kv. could be obtained. Both of 
these values were quite adequate and represented about the 
same peak r.f. field in each case. 
The d.c. field was provided by a Kepco type 81~ B d.c. 
power supply. The voltage range was 0-600 volts regulated 
to 0.1%. This was fed through a filter circuit consisting 
first of a r.f. choke and second a tuned filter trap. This 
trap was very effective, but was not installed until after a 
large majority of data was taken. Later evaluation showed 
that it had only a trivial effect if any. 
The voltmeter shown is one of two that were used. It 
was a peak reading device calibrated to 3% using standard r.f. 
calibration techniques. Comparison to the second voltmeter, 
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a Hewlett-Packard 4108 V.T.V.M. with a lOOal capacitative 
voltage divider, waa well within experimental error over the 
entire range of voltages used. Accuracy of the Hewlett~ 
Packard meter. was 4.2% of full scale reading at any point of 
the meter scale. 
Detection of the electron current waa done with a Leeds 
and Northrup type 2430 galvanometer with a Leeda and Northrup 
Ayrton Shunt to decrease the sensitivity of the meter. Curreht 
sensitivity of the meter was 2.91(10)-11 ampere/scale divi~ 
si~n. By use of the Ayrton Shunt this could be changed by 
factors of 10 up to 2.91(10)·6 ampere/scale division. The 
galvanometer circuit had a simple r.f. choke and capacitor 
filter that proved to be quite effective. 
Vacuum pressures as low as 2.0(10)-7 torr. were obtained 
during the experimental work using a c.v.c. type PMC 720 oil 
diffusion pump and liquid Nitrogen trapping. In general the 
pressure during a data run was between 1.0 and 3.0(10)-6 torr • 
. though quite often the pressure increased during the data run 
due to gas emitted from walls and electrodes. This gas often 
proved to be a problem and will be discussed later. 
Vacuum pressure was measured using either a N.R.C. type 
507 Ionization Gage, or a Veeco type RG-75P Ionization Gage. 
The gage control was a N.R.C~ 710 B which worked equally well 
with either gage. Periodic calibrations of the gages were 
made using a Welch Scientific Co. McLeod Gage though in no 
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case was any essential deviation detected. 
The vacuum system was equipped with a Veeco Variable Gas 
Leak which was quite adequate over the pressure range from l 
micron to ultimate vacuum achievable with the system. This 
• 
was installed to allow studies of the effects of different 
gases on the multipactoring oscillation to be done, In general 
this was found to be not too useful, but was included for 
completeness. 
The most difficult apparatus problem p~oved to be the 
tuning of the r.f. circuits. The frequency used was such as 
to preclude the use of lumped circuit elements entirely, yet 
not sufficiently high so as to allow reasonably high Q values 
to be achieved using transmission line techniques. In general 
a policy of using whatever worked the best for any set of 
apparatus was adopted and yielded the beat results. 
In general no convenient method exists for standardizing 
r.f. voltages of 1 kv. or larger. For this reason the attempt 
was made to be at least internally consistent. This was done 
by first calibrating the voltmeters as well as possible using 
standard techniques, and second by comparing voltmeter read-
ings as often as possible, particularly after an apparatus 
change had been made. 
Quite often the voltmeters themselves led to problems 
mainly because each of them had an input capacity larger than 
the multipactorind electrodes. Even though the input capacity 
of either one never exceeded 1.~ picofarads, in several cases 
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this was found to be excessive and extensive modifications 
were required on the tuning circuits. 
The electrode material used throughout was Copper. This 
was chosen because it has good electrical properties as well 
as an adequate emission coefficient. The properties of pure 
Copper as a secondary electron emitter are shown in Figure 6. 
Because no provision was made to outgas the electrode surfaces, 
except by use of the electrical discharges themselves, the 
characteristics were much different in the actual experimental 
situation than in Figure 6. This however was no restriction 
since the theory of the process is independent of surface 
effects so long as the surface parameters are above certain 
minimum values and can be measured. 
8. Techniques of Measurement 
The principle aim of the experimental measurements was 
to determine the values of B and G for the boundaries of the 
existence regions of Figures 13 and 14. In general two 
methods of measurement were employed, one of which was dis· 
carded later when it proved to be inadequate. 
The first method of data taking was to set the d,c. field 
to a particular value, then vary the r.f. voltage until an 
electron oscillation was observed on the galvanometer. In 
doing this the G value was fixed through Equation III.8 and 
the B value was very simply calculated from the observed 
potentials at onset of the oscillation. This method of data 
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takin9 proved to be highly inadequate due to the faet that 
transient voltages were quite often generated when the plate 
potential on the output tube of the transmitter was changed. 
These transient voltages could allow multipactoring oscilla• 
tions to be set up for erroneously measured values of B, hence, 
this method was discarded. 
The second method of data taking was to set the r.f. 
field at a fixed value and vary the d.c. field until a reading 
was obtained on the galvanometer detector. This method was 
found to be quite consistent and yielded, in addition, a larg-
er number of data points per data run. In essence this 
method of data taking allowed the B and G values to change for 
e~ch data point that was taken. 
The .voltages used ~ere sufficient to allow the 2v exis• 
tence region to be studied thoroughly, but only the lower 
boundary of the 4v region could be achieved. 
It was found from experiment that the G value is very 
critically dependent upon the value of the emission energy 
that is used in Equation III.S. Since this emission energy 
was a function of the electrode condition at the time that 
data wa& taken, it became necessary to measure this value of 
emission energy for each set of data taken. To do this it 
was decided to employ the two electrode form of multipac-
toring as a method of determining the emission energy. Krebs 
and Meerbach (21) give the equation for onset of the two 
electrode multipactoring for a v transition as 
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IV.l 
For any particular data run it simply became a process ' of 
using IV.l to determine v8 • 
The values of Ve derived from the above procedure were 
quite varied, ranging from about 5 e.v. to about 65 e.v. in 
some of the worat cases • . The main reason for the large range 
of Ve values was found to be the trapped gas in the electrode 
surfaces. With the onset of any type of electron oscillation 
gas was emitted from the surfacea ·and ionized by the electrons 
in the oscillation. It was found that if the electron oscil-
lation were allowed to continue for a long period of time the 
value of Ve would decrease and the oscillations themselves 
would become quite stable and easily observable. This 
occurred mainly because gas was driven out of the electrode 
surfaces by the electron bombardments and thus. pr.ovided a 
method of out-gassing the electrode surface to a sufficient 
extent that a consistent value of Ve could be achieved. 
In a normal data run the two electrode form of multi-
pactoring was established and allowed to continue for periods 
of four to ten hours before data was taken. In general this 
led to values of emission energy that remained fairly consis-
tent over the period of the data run, and if variations did 
occur they could be averaged out if a sufficient number of 
determinations of Ve were made. 
In taking data no point was considered valid unless it 
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could be produced three timea independently with little change 
in the valuea. The value uaed then was the average of the 
three trials. Data for the 21r lower boundary was taken by 
first setting the d.c. field to a high value so as to· eliminate 
the possibility of a two electrode oscillation setting up when 
the r.f. field was increased. Next the r.f. field was set 
to a specified value. Now the d.c. field was decreased until 
a reading was observed on the galvanometer which indicated 
that the lower boundary of the 2Jr region had .been reached. 
Following the recording of data for this point, the d. c. fie.ld 
was decreased until extinction of all electron oscill£tion was 
indicated by the galvanometer. The d.c. field was then in-
creased and the onset values for the upper boundary of the 2Jr 
region were recorded. The d.c. field was then decreased and 
the lower boundary of the 4v region was observed in the same 
manner as the lower boundary of the 2Jr region. 
Two effects were quite noticable during the data taking 
that later were felt to have a related origin. The first was 
that the onsets observed for the 2Jr and 4v lower boundaries 
produced a sharp increase in galvanometer current while the 
onsets observed for the 21r upper boundary were very gradual in 
their build ':I.P• This made data taking for the 2Jr upper bound-
ary very difficult and in some cases next to pure guess work. 
Inasmuch as reproducibility was demanded of the readings it 
was felt that good readings were made, but at the same time 
doubts were had all along. 
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The aecond effect that was noted during data taking was 
the frequent appearance of a pale blue glow discharge. In 
some cases it appeared primarily along the glass walls of the 
vacuu~ chamber, and in other cases it was observed throughout 
the region between the electrodes and along the walls also. 
This was obviously an ionization of the gas in the system, 
but confusion arose because the mean free path of the electrons 
was .normally kept well over 100 meters during all data runs. 
An estimate of this mean free path may be made from reference 
(16). This reference gives the mean free path of an electron 
as 
A.elec. = --;1~­
.,. R2 g ng 
IV.2 
where a9 ia the gas kinetic molecular radius of the gas 
through which the electrons travel, and n is the gas density 
3 . g 
in mol./cm • However ng = (noip0 ) p where n0 is the density 
of the gas at pressure p0 , and ng i~ the density of the gas 
at pressure p. Hence 
Aelec. = ~ IV.3 
1T' Rg ~9. p 
Po 
For air R9 • 1.87(10)-8 em., n0 = 26.9(10) 18 mol./cm. 3 at a 
pressure of 760 mm. of Hg., hence after substitution 
A.elec. =~em. IV.4 
p 
where p ia in microns of Hg. For a vacuum pressure of (10)-6 
.. 
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torr. thia would imply a mean free path of about 32~ metere. 
For Argon and Nitrogen thie would change only very slightly, 
and for Helium it would be much larger. 
If the mean free path is as large as these calculations 
seem to indicate, it would be impossible for enough ionization 
by electron bombardment to occur to produ~e a large visible 
glow discharge. The only reasonable explanation for this is 
that gas was emitted from the electrodes and ionized by 
electron bombardment. This would be due to ~lectrona in the 
fringe field striking the wall& of the vacuum chamber, and 
also due to electrons in the discharge striking the multi-
pactoring electrodes. These observations will be discussed 
further in Chapter VI in the analysis of experimental data • 
. . 
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A large number of data runs were made. However, before 
a series of data points were considered adequate two require-
ments were made. The first was that a reasonable and repro-
ducible value of the emission energy be determined by measure-
ments of onset potentials of the two electrode multipactoring 
process. The second was that each data point be reproducible 
in the manner described in Chapter IV. An average set of data 
points consisted of between twenty to twenty five points and 
in general took about six hours to record. Normally a run of · 
data was checked for reproducibility the following day, and in 
general they were in reasonable agreement. 
The emission energy measurements were normally made at 
the beginning and end of each data run, though in some cases 
one or the other was omitted. 
Of the data taken, only three sets of points (total of 66 
points) were considered adequate. Each of these sets had a 
stable value of emission energy over the data run, and 
reproducibility was excellent. Computed values of the emis-
sion energies for each run are shown in Table 1. 
Runs I and II were made with the apparatus shown in 
Figure 20 with a time interval of about one month between 
them. Run III was made four months after run II with the 
apparatus of Figure 21. The emission energy shows a distinct 
correlation to the apparatus used. During the period between 
runs I and II the apparatus of Figure 20 was maintained at a 
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Table 1. Eaiaaion energy data 
Data run 
I 
II 
III 
Avg. onaet potential (peak r.f. volta) 
593 ± 64 
oa9 ± 64 
1210 ± 64 
Av9. emission energy {electron volta) 
6.47 ± 2.4 
6.ao ± 2.6 
lo.51 ± 3.4 
low vacuum pressure and several hours of outgassing using the 
two electrode proeeaa was done. Run III had a larger value 
of emission energy than either of the other two arising mainly 
from oxidation of the surface, and perhaps hydrocarbon con-
tamination resulting from a vacuum failure. Bruining (3) 
shows that in general ~ompound surfaces, particularly oxides, 
tend to have larg•r emission energie• than the pure metal, 
so the value in Table 1 is not too surprising. 
Raw data and computed values of B and G from the useful 
data are shown in Tables 2•4 and plots of each set of data 
are made in Figures 23-25. All of the raw data ia plotted 
in Figure 26. 
Table 2. Data frcxa run llo. I 
-
Apparatua par-ter•: 
frequency • 74 ± 0.37 megaqc1ea avg. vacuum pressure • 2.5(10)-6 torr. 
electrode aeparatiaa • 4.85 ± 0.1 ca. avg. eaiaaioa energ • 6.47 ± 2.4 •·•· 
Point ao. d.c. fie1cl r. f. peak fie1cl bouDclary G • (vo1ta/m.) (voltsba.) 
1 7430 ± 770 20,450 + 1740 
- ' 
271'1.-.r 0.529 + 0.14 
-
2.75 ± 0.40 
2 7120 ± 760 18,950 ± 1700 2 71'1ower 0.552 + 0.15 2.66 ± 0.41 
-
3 6810 ± 760 17,480 ± 1680 2 'fl'lower 0.577 ± 0.16 2.57 + 0.43 -..] 
- CX> 
4 6600 ± 760 16,040 ± 1650 2T1ower 0.596 ± 0.17 2.43 ± 0.43 
5 6290 + 750 
-
14,580 ± 1610 2T1ower 0.625 ± 0.18 2.32 + 0.44 
-
6 5880 ± 740 13,130 ± 1590 27 lower 0.669 + 0.20 2.23 + 0.46 
- -
7 5430 ± 730 11,670' ± 1550 271'1ower 0.724 + 0.22 
-
2.15 ± 0.49 
8 2970 ± 220 11,670 ± 1550 271'upper 1.324 ± 0.32 3.93 ± 0.65 
9 2480.± 210 11,670 + 1550 
-
471'1ower 1.585 ± 0.40 4.71 ± 0.82 
10 4980 ± 720 10,200 ± 1320 2'1r1ower 0.790 ± 0.25 2.05 ± 0.52 
.· 
l l 
" 
Tabla 2. (Coatlaua4) 
Pol11t 110. ct.c. f1al4 r.f. peak field 
(volu/a.) (volta/a.) 
bouadu7 c • 
11 2740 ± 210 10,200 + 1320 
-
2Tuppar 1.435 ± 0.35 3.72 ± 0.61 
12 2205 ± 190 10,200 ± 1320 4T101Mr 1.783± 0.46 4.63± 0.92 
. 
13 4680 + 710 
-
8,740 ± 570 2 '1r101Mr 0.840 ± 0.27 1.87 ± 0.33 
14 2620 ± no 8,740 ± 570 2Tuppar 1.501 ± 0.37 3.34 + o.u 
.-
' 
15 2020 ± 200 8,740 ± 570 4T lower 1.947 ± O.S2 4.33 ± o.s2 
16 4020 ± 700 7,300 ±. 540 2Tlower 0.978 .± 0.34 1.82 ± 0.34 
-J 
17 2480 ± 260 7,300 ± 540 2Tuppar 1.535 ± 0.40 2.94 .± 0.34 -..!) 
18 3195 .± 680 5,835 .± 510 2Tlower 1.231 ± 0.47 1.83 ± 0.41 
19 23.50 ± 200' 5,835 ± 510 2Tupper 1.673 ± 0.43 2.48 + 0.33 
-
Table 3. Data from run Bo. U 
Apparacua par-ter:•: 
frequency • 73 ± 0. 36 maaacyclea 
electrode aeparatiaa • 4.85 + 0.1 ca. 
-
Point no. d.c. field - r.f. peak field 
(voltaba.) (volts/a.) 
1 2,990 ± 220 20,440 ± 1740 
, 
2 5,979 ± 740 18,950 ± 1710 
3 5,979 ± 740 17,480 ± 1670 
4 5,773 ± 740 16,040 ± 1650 
5 3,814± 710 16,040 ± 1650 
6 3,50.5 ± 690 16,040 ± 1650 
7 5,464 ± 730 14,580 ± 1610 
a 3,402 ± 710 14,580 ± 1610 
9 2,928 ± 210 14,580 ± 1610 
10 5,15.5 ± 720 13,130 ± 1580 
ava. vacuua prea.ure • 3.8(10)-6 torr. 
ava. eldaaic. eaeray • 6.85 ± 2.6 e.y. 
boundarJ c • 
,. 1.35 ± 0.36 ; 6.84 ± 0.79 
2Tlover 0.677 + 0.21 
-
3.17 ± 0.55 
2T1CNar 0.677 ± 0.21 2.93 ± 0.52 
2Tlowar 0.701 ± 0.22 2.78 ± 0.53 
2Tupper 1.061 ± 0.40 4.21 ± 1.03 
4Tlowar 1.155 ± 0.45 4 • .53 ± 1.19 
2'W"1over 0.741 ± 0.24 2.665 ± 0.54 
2-rupper 1.190 ± 0.47 4.28 ± 1.17 
4Tlower 1.383 ± 0.37 4.975 ± 0.71 
2Tlower 0.785 ± 0.26 2.545 ± 0.56 
8 Question mark in this column refers to ill defined, faintly detected, or otherwise amblguoua 
data noted at time data was recorded. 
00 
0 
Table 3. (Continued) 
Point no. d.c. field r. f. peak field boundU7 G .. • (volta/a.) (volta/a.) 
11 3,1S5 ± 670 13,130 ± 1580 2-rupper 1.283 ± 0.52 4.165 ± 1.23 
12 2,433 ± 200 13,130 ± 1580 4 Tlower 1.664 ± 0.46 5.400 ± o.aa 
,. 
13 4,804 ± 720 11,670 ±. 1550 2T1ower 0.843 ± 0.29 2.43 ± 0.59 
14 2,866 ± 210 11,,6 70 ± 1550 2-rupper 1.413 ± 0.38 4.04 ± 0.672 
u 2,124 ± 200 11,670 ± 1550 4T1ower 1.906 ± 0.54 5.500 ± 0.99 
16 4,268 ± 710 10,210 ± 1520 2-rlower 0.949 + 0.34 2.395 ± 0.66 
-· . 00 
17 2,639 ± 210 10,210 ± 1520 2,.upper 1.534 ± 0.41 3.870 ± 0.72 1-' 
18 1,897 ± 190 10,210 ± 1520 47 lower 2.134 ± 0.63 5.380 ± 1.13 
19 3,897 ± 700 8,740 ± 1570 2r1ower 1.039 + 0.38 2.260 + 0.47 
- -
20 2,474 ± 200 8,740 ± 1570 27upper 1.637 ± 0.45 3.54 ± 0.38 
21 3,814 ± 690 7,300 ± 540 211' lower 1.062 ± 0.40 1.915 ± 0.41 
22 2,433 .± 200 7,300 .± 540 2Tupper 1.664 .± O.ft6 3.000 ± 0.35 
23 3,196 ± 680 5,840 .± 510 211'lower 1.267 ± o •. 51 1.835 ± 0.48 
24 2,330 .± 200 5,840 ± 510 211'upper 1.738 ± 0 •. 48 2.51 ± 0.33 
Table 4. Data froa run No. IU 
Apparatus parameters: 
frequency • 73 j: 0. 36 megacycles -6 avg. vac:uUDI pressure • 1.6(10) torr. 
I 
electrode aeparatiOD • 1.0 j: 0.1 ca. avg. ead.aaioo energy • 15.51 j: 3.4 e.y. 
Point no. 4.c. field r. f. peak field boun4&r7 G • (volta/•.) (volta/a.) • 
1 4,470 .:!: 490 20,200 .:!: 1200 4-rlower 1.363 ± 0.35 4.52 ± 0.92 
2 4,500 ± 490 19,215 ± 1180 411" lower 1.353 j: 0.34 4.27 j: 0.88 
3 4,985 j: 500 18,215 ± 1170 
' 
1.222 ± 0.29 3.65 .:!: 0.72 00 
N 
4 4,185 j: 490 17,140 ± 1150 411"lower 1.455 ± 0.38 4.10 + 0.92 
-
5 3,670 ± 480 16,140 ± 1140 41r1ower 1.660 ± 0.45 4.40 ± 1.10 
6 3,530 ± 480 15 ,140 ± 1120 4-rlower 1.725 ± 0.50 4.29 ± 1.12 
7 3,360 ± 170 14,170 ± 1110 41f1ower 1.813 + 0.29 
-
4.22 ± 0.58 
8 6,240 ± 520 13,140 ± 1100 21r1ower o.976 ± o.~: 2.11 ± 0.42 
9 4,285 ± 490 13,140 ± 1100 21rupper 1.421 ± 0.37 3.07.:!: 0.75 
10 5,430 j: 510 13,140 ± 1100 
' 
1.122 ± 0.26 2.42 ± 0.52 
11 6,040 ± 510 12,140 ± 1080 2 1f1ower 1.008 ± 0.22 2.01 ± 0.42 
12 5,930 j: 510 11,140 .± 1070 2 -rlower 1.027 ± 0.23 1.88 ± 0.42 
.. .. 
Table 4. (COiltiDue•) 
Point DO. d.c. field r .• f. peak field boulldal7 : c • (volta/a~) (volta/a.) 
13 4,US5 ± 190 11,140 ± 1070 211upper 1.455 ± 0.38 2.66 ± 0.71 
' . 
14 2,760 ± 150 11,140 ± 1070 4 T1owr 2.207 ± 0.38 4.04 ± 0.71 
.. . 
15 5,715 ± 510 10,115 ± 1050 2Tlowr 1.066 ± 0.24 1.77 ± 0.42 
16 3,785 .± 180 10,115 .± 1050 2wupper 1.609 ± 0.25 2.67 .:!: 0.46 
17 2,385 ± 160 10,115 ± lOSo 
' 
2.554± 0.46 4.24.± 0.83 
18 5,185 .± 500 9,100 .± 1040 2., lower 1.175 .± 0.28 1.76 ± 0.46 
CX> 
19 3,610 .± 180 9,100 ± 1040 211upper 1.687 ± 0.27 2.52 .± 0.47 . uu 
20 2,040 .± 160 9,100 .± 1040 
' 
2.986 + 0.57 
-
4.46 ± 0.91 
21 4,570 ± 490 8,085 ± 1020 2T1ower 1.333.± 0.33 1.11 ± o.53 
22 3,500 ± 180 8,085 ± 1020 2ft' upper 1.740 ± 0.28 2.31 ± 0.41 
23 2,315 .± 160 8,085 ± 1020 4.,1owr 2.631 .:!: 0.48 3.49 ± 0.80 
- .. ....... .........w;.,: .#:_ .. ~- - - ..,, .4 ... _ ... :_.,_. _ ._ 
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Figure 23. Plotted raw data of Tabl~ 2 
Figure 24. 
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VI. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The data presented in raw form in Chapter V shows a wide 
scatter about the boundary lines that they presumaoly repre• 
sent. Some of this scatter is expected inasmuch as certain 
effects do exist that interfere with the single electrode 
oscillation. This chapter will deal with some of these and 
their effects on the observed data. 
In the theory presented in Chapter Ill and in the 
description of experimental techniques in Chapter IV, the 
electrons were treated as having a single value of emission 
energy. The measurements made of the emission energy using 
the two electrode process also yielded only a single value 
for the emission energy. H0wever, it is clear that this 
emission energy must represent an effective value of energy 
for a group of electrons having a distribution of emission 
energies rather than a single energy. The effect of this 
energy distribution can be taken into account at least qual!• 
tatively, and, as will be seen, is observable in the experi• 
mental data as adding a curvature to the lower boundary points. 
Figure 27a shows the emission energy distribution for 
pure Copper for various primary electron energies as given by 
Bruining (3). The primary energies are lower than in the 
experimental work done in this investigation, but the shape 
of the curves is identical. The ratio 15/ip (ratio of second• 
ary electron current to primary electron current) is in fact 
Figure 27a. 
Figure 27b. 
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Emission coefficient (i /i ) vs. emitted electron 
s p 
energy with primary electron energy (Vp) a para-
meter. Emission energy was determined by a 
retarding field method, and is and ip refer to 
measured currents of secondary and primary elec-
trons respectively (3). 
Diagram of ~ existence region showing paths 
followed by instantaneous values of B and G as 
the d.c. field is varied. Path 1 corresponds 
to a higher value of emission energy than 
path 2. 
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the emission coefficient (b). The long tail of the curves at 
the higher energies is produced by back scattered primary 
electrons, while the electrons produced by secondary processes 
appear near the lower emission energies (i.e. < 30 e.v.). 
Inasmuch as the parameter G in the single electrode process is 
proportional to ~' this distribution of emission energies 
produces a quite similar distribution of G values for emitted 
electrons. 
In the two electrode multipactoring process the effects 
of this energy distribution produce a measured value of emis-
sion energy corresponding to the condition that electrons 
having a variety of energies (some lower and some higher than 
the measured value) achieve collectively a net emission coef-
ficient of one or greater. In addition, the emission distri-
bution may not be considered fixed, since the primary elec-
trons also have an energy distribution. 
In the single electrode process the emission energy 
distribution has. the additional effect of allowing some elec• 
trons to travel farther out from the multipactoring electrode 
than others. It is this effect that produces the curvature 
in the observed data points. At lower G values the combined 
field is very large, hence the distances traveled away from 
the electrode are correspondingly larger. The higher energy 
electrons will, at these very low G values, actually strike 
the auxiliary electrode. They will, however, be unable to 
produce secondary electrons, except in a random few cases, 
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since they reach their maximum posi tio'n away from the multi-
plying electrode in a retarding field. Hence, they have little 
energy and are for the most part absorbed by the auxiliary 
electrode. 
Consider, however, a situation in which the combined 
field is so large that electrons emitted with the effective 
measured emission energy, and perhaps some with even lower 
energies, actually cross over to the auxiliary electrode and 
are absorbed. This would produce the effect that when the 
instantaneous measured B and G values enter the stable region 
(while being varied in the data taking process) no stable 
onset would be observed due to a large part of the electrons 
being lost to the auxiliary electrode, thus reducing the net 
emission coefficient. It would then become necessary to in-
crease the measured B value until electrons of lower emission 
energy, which are hence unable to cross over to the auxiliary electrode, 
achieve true B and G values in the stable region in order to 
observe a stable oscillation. This then would produce an 
incorrectly plotted data point since all points were plotted 
using G values calculated from the measured emission energy. 
This effect is diagrammed in Figure 27b where the two dashed 
lines represent the paths of instantaneous B and G values in 
the data taking process for two values of Ve• As the d,c. 
field becomes smaller, corresponding to higher G values, this 
effect should decrease since the electrons no longer travel as 
far from the multipactoring electrode, and the measured value 
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of Ve becomes the governing value. 
Figures 23, 24, and 2~ show that this effect consistently 
occurs in all data along the ~ lower boundary. One might 
feel also that this should be observed along the 4V lower 
·boundary• however, as will be seen later, there are an insuf-
ficient number of data points along this boundary to determine 
this. 
Because it was evident that electrons were crossing 
between the electrodes in many cases, a point by point analysis 
was made of all the lower boundary data (both ~ and 4v) using 
Equations III.l9, III.20, and III.25. If it was determined 
that the electrons had in effect crossed between the electrodes, 
the point was thrown out entirely. A summary of these points 
showing some .of the computed values from the analysis is shown 
in Table 5. In addition, all points arising from faintly 
detected, ill rlefinPd, or otherwise dubious data were cata-
gorically eliminated. The result of eliminating these points 
is shown in Figure 28. A least squares fit of each set of 
data to a straight line is shown as a dashed line. These lines 
show an excellent agreement with the predicted boundaries for 
the ~ and 4V lower boundaries. 
To this point nothing has been said about the points 
lying along the observed ~ upper boundary, and no analysis 
has been made for these points. This discussion has been 
purposely delayed because of three experimental observations 
that indicate that an interfering effect was taking place. 
Table 5. Points eliminated from raw data due to passage between electrodes 
-
Table no. Point no. boundary . B G ~0 ~1 X1 x1 
(deg) (deg) (em) 
2 1 2Tr lower 2.75 0.529 use 8.0 4.8 
3 2 21f .lower ;3.17 0.677 figures 9.95 4.9 
3 3 21f lower· 2.93 o.6rr 18 and 19 9.1 4.6 
3 6 41f lower 4.58 1.155 30° 280° 19.63 5.6 
3 9 41f lower 4.975 1.387 10° 285°. 24.28 5.78 
3 12 41f lower 5.4 1.664 30° 288° 26.26 5.2 -.D 
,.j:>. 
3 15 41f lower 5.5 1.906 30° 293° . 28.03 4.85 
4 1 41f lower 4.52 1.363 30° 282° 20.21 7.36 
4 2 41f lower 4.27 1.353 30° 278° 18.87 6.91 
4 3 41T lower 3.65 1.222 00 264° 16.72 6.82 
4 4 41T lower. 4.10 1.455 00 280<? 19.24 6.56 
2A 
2.0 
1.5 
Figure 28. 
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B ...., 
Plot of analyzed data showing least square fits 
of experimental points to straight lines 
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If one compares the observed 2V upper boundary points of 
Figure 25 with those of Figures 23 and 24, a striking differ-
ence is seen. The points of Figure 25 have error flags that 
extend into the stable region for all but one point, while 
only a very few points in Figures 23 and 24 even come close. 
The data of Figure 25, however, were taken using the apparatus 
of Figure 21 while the data of Figures 23 and 24 were taken 
with the apparatus of Figure 20. The important factor to 
note is that the only difference in the two sets of apparatus 
is the position of the glass vacuum wall in the fringing 
region of the electric field. If now one adds the experi-
mental observation that a visible glow in the vicinity of the 
walls of the apparatus was observed for almost all data taken 
along the 2~ upper boundary, a very clear indication is given 
that fringe field and/or wall effects were taking place~ This 
is further supported by the fact that onsets were very gradual 
along this boundary, occurring by slow degrees rather than 
very suddenly as _was observed along the lower boundaries of 
both the 2rr and 4~ regions. The visible glows indicated that 
gas emitted from the walls was being ionized by ot~er elec-
trons, and the slow onset, as indicated by the galvanometer 
which sampled only the center field, showed that the oscilla-
tion was occurring very likely first in a region away from 
the center of the electrode. 
It is not clear what types of effects are possible in 
the fringe fields and/or between electrodes and walls. While 
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the fringing effects and wall potential distributions might 
be determined for the d.c. field, it would be very difficult 
to predict these factors for the r.f. field. As far as the 
parameters of the theory are concerned, the G value will 
increase in the fringe field, but the effect on the B value . 
is determined by the relative changes in the r.f. aud d.c. 
fields, and ia, therefore, very uncertain. All that can be 
said about this, therefore, is that eliminating a large por-
tion of the far fringe field tended to eliminate an intAr-
fering effect along the 2r upper boundary. Because it was 
not clear what the detailed effect was, the data along this 
boundary were not subjected to any type of analysis as was 
done fo r the lower boundaries. The least squares fit of a 
straight liqe, therefore, has little real meaning. 
A word about the vi sible glows mentioned in Chapter IV 
and in the discussion just above would be useful at this 
. 
point. These glows were observed mainly under two different 
condit ions. Fir~t for l ow G values along the lower boundaries 
and second in almost all observations along the 2r upper 
boundary. Clearly they should be expected to appear since 
in the first case the electrons striking the electrodes should 
release some trapped gas, and in the second case electrons 
striking the walls should release gas. With the release of 
this gas the pressure increases (perhaps only locally) 
enabling ~ other electrons to ionize the gas. These glows are, 
however, only a secondary effect arising after a stable 
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oscillation has been set up, and must be considered a secondary 
effect in all cases. 
From the above discussion it is seen that other processes 
can interfere in a fashion sometimes predictable, and some-
times unpredictable. This does not negate the fact that over-
all the analyzed data of Figure 28 confirms the ·predicted 
mechanism of Chapter III~ This is particularly true along 
the ~ and 4~ lower boundarys where agreement is very good. 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS 
It is evident overall that the mechanism predicted in 
Chapter III was in actual fact occurring as the multiplying 
mechanism in producing the data of Chapter V. The elimination 
of bad data points by the straightforward process of Chapter 
VI resulted in an excellent agreement between the predicted 
and experimentally observed lower boundarys of the existence 
regions as shown in Figure 28. A more detailed examination 
of the specific conditions under which the eliminated data 
points were observed gave a simultaneous explanation of the 
reasons for their observation and for the curvature of the 
experimental data along the ~ lower boundary. 
The agreement is not nearly so good in the case of the 
~ upper boundary. While the experimental points do fall in 
the general region of the predicted values, no well defined 
process is available that explains the observed deviations. 
Without some knowledge of this process it is felt that even 
the straightforward analysis used on the lower boundarys 
would be meaningless even though using it would eliminate 
many of the data p~ints showing the greatest deviation from 
the predicted values. 
It is hardly surprising that the mechanism predicted in 
Chapter III is in actual fact occurring as the multiplying 
mechanism in the combined fields. The two electrode form of 
multipactoring works extremely well and can be produced under 
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a wide variety of experimental conditions. It is, however, 
rather surprising how easily multipactoring oscillations are 
produced. In many instances stable multiplying discharges 
were occurring in the experimental work between glass walls 
and support insulators which had picked up odd charge and 
potential distributions from the field. These were observed 
mainly by the visible glows they produced. In the case of 
the oscillation under study in this work it was found that 
it would occur quite easily; in fact, after it had been 
produced and identified the first time, it was difficult to 
avoid in the subsequent work when it was not desired. 
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X. APPENDIX 
Solutions to Equation III.9 for G values between 0.00 
and 1.~0 with B as a parameter are shown. Solutions were 
made numerically using the I.B.M. 7074 computer at the Iowa 
State University Computing Center. A scanning technique was 
used in which for given values of a, G, and ~0 the value of 
the right side of Equation .III.9 was examined for sign changes 
as ~a was systematically varied. Solutions were obtained to 
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Figure 37. ~a vs. ~0 for G = 1.00 and B a parameter 
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Figure 38. ¢1 ' vs. ¢0 for G • 1.25 and B .• parameter . 
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Figure 39. ~a vs. %0 for G = 1.50 and B a parameter 
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